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ATHEISM AND ELECTABILITY!
ABSTRACT
Introduction
Most people in the southern U.S. take their religion and beliefs very seriously and non-believers
are distrusted. One would almost certainly find that most atheists in the south would prefer their
neighbors were Christian adulterers, thieves, or rapists than atheists. This study attempts to
examine the prejudices and mistrust that seems to surround those who are non-believers.
Specifically, this study seeks to answer these questions:
Review of Literature
According to the Pew Research Center, the number of people who identify as Christian dropped
almost 8% from 2007-2014. In addition, those identifying as unaffiliated rose almost 7% (2015).
Despite the fact that their numbers are growing, numerous studies show that atheists are still
subject to much prejudice and discrimination in modern day America. These negative views
range from the workplace to elected office and even the country’s military, as Banerjee points
out in a 2009 New York Times article about soldiers deployed in Iraq who were threatened and
intimidated by their superior officer for being atheists. The literature suggests Gervais was
correct when he said, “Scientific research yields inconsistent and contradictory evidence relating
religion to moral judgments and outcomes, yet most people on earth nonetheless view belief in
God (or gods) as central to morality, and many view atheists with suspicion and scorn.”
Research design
The research was conducted using a quantitative survey consisting of 18 questions. The online
survey combined three demographic questions, five qualitative and 10 quantitative questions in
order to inform the researcher as to how being an atheist might affect a political candidate.
Data analysis
The data from the surveys was compiled by the instrument into an Excel spreadsheet.
Quantitative numbers were tabulated by the instrument, qualitative answers were combined and
evaluated using the data reduction method in order to gain understanding and find the main
points of the results. The data obtained shows some similarities to the review of literature, in that
those who are conservative Christians have a general bias against non-believers holding elected
office. However, the results show that a majority of voters would vote for a candidate based on
his/her platform over religious beliefs.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
!
Overview
!
This research is designed in an effort to identify how religious identifying citizens feel
about candidates for elected office who are non-religious and/or atheist. While many programs

have been designed to personalize atheism and assist in understanding within the general public,
such as the Freedom From Religion Foundation’s “Face of an Atheist” campaign, atheists
continue to be demonized, misunderstood, and marginalized within the United States. Eight
states in the United States ban atheists from holding office.
Purpose of the Study
!
Many atheists feel that they must live “in the closet” when it comes to employment,
community and family due to prejudices and in this way. Where many atheists have a “live and
let live” attitude when it comes to religion, believers tend to judge non-believers. In the mayoral
election in Nashville, TN, one of the candidates made national headlines for trying to “out” his
opponent as an atheist, leading her to feel the need to affirm her faith. The purpose of the study is
to confirm or debunk the belief that atheists can not be elected by answering the following
questions:
1.! Does American society in general expect elected officials to be religious in order to
hold office?
2.! Does being an atheist change the way someone is viewed by others, particularly those
in a religion, even when the atheist is a moral person?
3.! In general, will people vote for a candidate regardless of religion or atheism?
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Selection of Sample and Demographic Data
!
The sample group for this study includes both men and women over the age of 21 who
are of varying educational, economic, and social backgrounds. The instrument was made
available to subjects in all areas of the United States and those of all religious backgrounds
through a distribution on the researcher’s Twitter and Facebook accounts. Using a varied
sampling should give insight to the beliefs and feelings of Americans toward atheists.
Significance of survey
!
The significance of this survey is to provide the researcher with a better understanding of
what exactly religious believers find objectionable about atheism, what impact these beliefs have
at the polls, and whether they believe atheists are worse leaders than a Christian, even someone
of another religion. This information could become a tool for atheist organizations to attempt a
change in perception of these belief systems.
Assumption of the Study
It is assumed that the participants in the study respond in an open and honest manner.
Also, it is assumed that those who identify with a particular religion are current and active
members in that religion.
Limitations of the Study
!
This study does not address in detail the educational background, religious
background, or source of personal beliefs of the participants. There were four questions offering
a no opinion option to a yes or no question. In hindsight his option should not have been offered
as it essentially gave the participants a reason not to answer.
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Definition of Terms

!
For the purpose of this study the researcher has defined the following terms and may use
some of the definitions interchangeably.
Religious- A person who identifies as Christian, Catholic, or any other religion which
believes in the existence of a God or Gods.
Atheist- A person who is a non-believer in a higher power.
Non-believer- someone who doesn’t believe in organized religion or a higher power. This
may also be used to encompass other terms such as agnostic, unaffiliated, non-religious or
questioning religion.
Good person- Someone who lives their life within a moral structure, obeys the law of the
land and gives back to society.
Bad person- Someone who lives their life with no moral code, is not a law-abiding
citizen, or spends their life taking from society.
Organization of the study
!
Existing research and literature on related subjects will be discussed in the review of
literature. The survey results will be tabulated and analyzed then compared to this research in an
attempt to clarify the results. Any conclusions reached will be presented, along with
recommendations for further study.
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Introduction
In the America of 2015, there are few boundaries left when it comes to holding political
office. Throughout the states, elected office is held by women, immigrants, Catholics, Jews,
Christians, African-Americans, and Mexican-Americans and a host of other minorities. While
openly atheist elected officials exist, there are also atheists who do not run, or do not disclose
their beliefs for fear of becoming unelectable. No fewer than seven states in the United States bar
atheists from holding public office, which no doubt contributes to these high numbers. In fact, a
recent poll by the Pew Research Center shows that nearly 50% of respondents would not vote for
an atheist as president, and the majority of respondents would forgive a candidate who had an
affair or other scandal before they would give an atheist their vote.
Much research exists about the preconceived notions held by those in the United States
about atheists. One thing that is not directly addressed is the reason these preconceived notions
exist and how they would affect the performance of public duties if an atheist were elected. In
the book “One Electorate Under God,” the author includes the following quote from politician
Mario Cuomo.
“Religion’s place in our government is dependent on legal precedents and social
attitudes, which are complex, shifting, and sometimes contradictory. Even trying to
define the basic words can be an adventure. Most non-lawyers, maybe even most
lawyers, would assume that religion necessarily implies belief in a god, perhaps even
implies monotheism. Not so. The word religion has been defined by the Supreme Court
to include belief systems like secular humanism, Buddhism, ethical culture—belief
systems that by and large reject the notion of God.” (Dionne, 15)
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If such definition has been defined by the supreme court, then it would only make sense
that atheists have the same rights under the law of the land as do all other religions, yet voters
have hesitance with their candidacy and election. Therefore, the following literature was
reviewed to reflect the framework of this study.
Review of Literature
!
In a 2014 study by the University of Kentucky, researcher W.M. Gervais studied how
people viewed the morality or immorality of a person based on their beliefs. The study presented
subjects with various moral and immoral conduct and asked the participants to identify if the
person committing these acts was a non-believer or a member of one of 3 out of 11 religious
groups that were varied by question. These questions asked subjects to judge the perpetrator of
small and large crimes through 5 situational questions. Situations included serial murder,
consensual incest, necrobestiality, cannibalism, and serial murder and were used to intuitively
judge whether the criminal was associated with an atheist or other religion.
In the case of each of the five questions, atheists were considered to be likely to commit
the crime in nearly half the responses. While I agree with the results of the study, the connecting
question to me seems to be a bit leading in this study. The scenario is described then the question
is asked “is Dax a. a teacher? Or b. a teacher who is….” with multiple choices like “nonbeliever, Jewish, Muslim, Christian.” I think this type of questioning leads to the choice of
atheist by those who might not think it is ok to just answer “a teacher.”
In the article, “Who Has Religious Prejudice? Differing Sources of Anti-religious
Animosity in the United States,” author George Yancy researches the stereotypes of who has
religious prejudice and against whom. This study was also performed in an online survey and
compared the feelings of identified religious groups toward other religions, including atheists
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and non-believers. The survey found that from all groups, animosity is largest toward atheists.
The most interesting thing, however, is that animosity toward Fundamentalists by other religious
groups is significantly higher than toward other denominations of religion, higher than even
Muslim. The article confirmed previous studies showing lack of acceptance of atheists in the
United States, despite the increase of non-religious individuals over the past 20 years. In
breaking down results, the research separated the three out-lying groups, Muslim, atheist, and
fundamentalists, and showed specifically where their most/least support was. In doing so it was
revealed that the results are dependent on the group assessed. He notes that religious individuals
are less accepting of atheists but more accepting of fundamentalists. Southerners were less likely
to accept atheists, older individuals more likely to accept fundamentalists, and whites were more
supportive of atheists than fundamentalists. Those with anti-fundamentalist attitudes were
actually highly educated and politically progressive. It is important to note that within this study
of 1,669 people, nearly one quarter, 27.9%, expressed dislike for atheists, 11.4% for
fundamentalist and 7.9% for Muslim. Every other group, Hindu, Jewish, Catholic, and Christian,
received less than 3% of respondents with animosity.
The book Atheists as “other”: Moral boundaries and Cultural Membership in American
Society, the authors look at the distrust of atheists and give an opinion on some of the factors
causing this distrust. In their research, they conclude that “distrust of atheists is driven by
religious predictors, social location, and broader value orientations.” The researchers hold the
theory that although acceptance of religious diversity is increasing, this does not extend to those
who are nonreligious. The study points to data from a 2003 survey showing that Americans feel
atheists are the least likely of any belief system to share their vision of America. Additionally,
the survey shows that they disapprove of their children marrying atheists over other marginalized
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groups such as Muslims, immigrants, and homosexuals. This data is confirmed by a 2014 Pew
research poll that shows nearly 50% of Americans would object to their child marrying an
atheist. However, this study notes that “Loftis (2001) argues that political tolerance for a
minority group is distinct from and varies independently of attitudes about the morality of
members of that group and from feelings toward members of that group.” (215)
The study concludes that “atheists are at the top of the list of groups that Americans find
problematic in both public and private life, and the gap between acceptance of atheists and
acceptance of other racial and religious minorities is large and persistent.” Admittedly, the
researchers state that respondents were replying to a hypothetical question rather than interacting
with an actual person they know, which may have affected the results. Their conclusions also
address the fact that many atheists “pass” in everyday life, unlike some other minority groups,
and therefore are unable to identify as atheist. The researchers also call attention to the disparity
between those self-identifying as religious compared to those who actually attend church. The
researcher posits that within the American culture, the boundary is not so much about religious
affiliation as it is the place of religion in our society’s history. “It is about an understanding that
Americans share something more than rules and procedures, but rather that our understanding of
right and wrong and and good citizenship are also shared” (Hartmann and Gerteis 2005).
In conclusion, the review of literature makes it clear that there are, in fact, a number of
preconceived notions that face any atheist, but particularly those seeking public office. Among
those are general distrust, a fundamental difference with what people perceive to be the
“Christian background” of America, the attitude that morality and religion are inextricably
linked, and the perception that atheists are more likely to commit crimes than believers.
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Therefore, this study will seek to obtain answers to the question of where these notions are born
and why non-belief in religion should disqualify atheists from public office.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN
!
Research Design
!
A qualitative approach to the research was chosen due to the nature of the information to
be collected and the time allotted for the project. Due to the possibility of high emotions related
to discussions about religion and atheism the survey will be conducted online. It is assumed that
responders will be honest about their feelings and prejudices, and that the questions will be
answered in a thoughtful and timely manner.
Selection of the Population
!
The researcher will use a random selection for participants in this survey with subjects
who may or may not know the researcher. A link to the survey will be shared on social media
sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google+. No specific participants will be invited to take the
survey; however, the respondents will be asked to confirm their location as being within the
southern United States. It is expected that some surveys will have to be eliminated because of
this.
Variables
!
!
Dependent

Definition

Age

16-20, 21-35, 36-45, 46-60, 60 and up

Religious Identity

Buddhist, Catholic, Christian, Jewish,
Atheist, non-believer, other

!
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Location

United States-Southern state, United StatesWestern state, United States-other, Canada,
U.K., other.

Independent

Definition

Survey Instrument

Qualitative structured interview questions
about preconceived notions related to
atheists.

Instrumentation
!
The survey consists of 12 questions as well as three qualifying questions based on age,
location and religion of the participant. The form will have a mix of multiple-choice and openended questions to allow respondents to convey their true perceptions about the subject matter.
These questions were reviewed by classmates as well as the instructor and revised accordingly.
Questions on laws, concepts, opinions, and religious beliefs were included.
Procedures for Data Collection
!
The survey instrument was designed to collect information relative to the preconceptions
about atheists and whether they are considered electable by the general public. The survey was
built using Typeform and presented in an online format. A link to the survey was distributed
shared by the researcher via Facebook and Twitter on Monday, Sept. 28 and was available
through Friday, Oct. 2. Links on social media were promoted daily to encourage responders to
the survey.

!
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Procedures of Data Analysis
The data will be in two formats 1) quantitative demographic information and 2)

qualitative responses to multiple choice and open ended questions. The data will be presented in
narrative format.
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CHAPTER 4: PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
!
Introduction
!
The data resulting from this study is presented both in qualitative structured survey

12!

responses and quantitative information. The quantitative questions were presented in multiple
choice format, with three demographic questions at the end of the survey. Open-ended
qualitative questions were presented throughout the survey where clarification of yes or no
questions would be beneficial to the research. The demographic information was organized and
examined alongside other questions to determine the effect of religion, age, and geographic
location on the respondent’s answers. Gender was not included.
Data Analysis
The objective of this research study is to answer the question of whether voters are likely
to vote for atheist or non-religious candidates, and how their own beliefs affect that decision. An
18 question survey was placed online and the link shared with 255 potential respondents on
social media. Of those, 95 respondents completed the survey for a total response rate of 37%. Of
those 18 questions, 10 were multiple choice, 5 were open ended, and 3 demographic questions
which were also multiple choice.

Quantitative Demographic Data
!
Religious Affiliation
Fifty-seven of the participants, or 60%, identified as Christian. Three or 3% were
Catholic. Two participants or 2% were Buddhist. Seven, or 7%, were atheists. Eight or 8%
identified as non-believers. Eighteen, or 19%, were categorized as Other. There were no
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participants who identified as Jewish. This is interesting because the surveys were performed
online and after being shared with my core group, were distributed in wider circles. The statistics
seem to be very close to what census data shows are the general religious makeup of the United
States.
Age
Thirty-seven of the participants or 39% were between the ages of 23-35. Twenty-six or
27% were between the ages of 36-45. Twenty-two or 23% were between the ages of 46-60. Nine
or 9% of participants were over the age of 60. It should be noted that 1 participant failed to
record an age group. The sampling is surprisingly balanced between the age groups which will
allow for any generational differences to be observed.

Location
Eighty-five participants, or 89%, live in the southern United States. Three or 3% of
participants live in the western United States. Seven or 7% of participants live elsewhere in the
United States. It was expected that the majority of responses would be located in the southern
United States, and the study’s intent was to focus on the “Bible Belt” area.

The following 9 questions address the main research topic and form the basis of the
conclusion.
1.! How much does religion affect your opinion of a political candidate running for office?
Forty-one, or 43% of participants, answered that it depends on the person. Thirty
participants, or 32% say it does not affect their opinion at all. Twenty-four people, or
25% responded that religion affects their opinion a great deal.
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2.! How much does it affect your opinion of a candidate if they are of another religion than
yourself?
Forty-eight participants or 51% answered that it depends on the person. Thirty-eight or
40% said it does not affect their opinion at all. Nine participants, or 9%, said it affects
their opinion of a candidate a great deal.
3.! Do you feel a religious background is necessary to be a good elected official or leader?
Seventy participants, or 74%, answered that no, religious background is not necessary.
Eighteen participants, or 19% answered yes, they feel it is necessary. Seven, or 7%, had
no opinion. The question should have been left at yes or no.
4.! Is it your opinion that morals only come from religious belief?
Eighty-nine participants, or 94% answered no. Four participants, or 4% said yes. Two, or
2%, had no opinion. Again, should have been left at yes or no.
5.! Do you feel religion is necessary to be a good person?
Only 94 of the 95 participants answered this question. Of those, eighty-three or 88% said
not at all. Seven or 7% said a great deal and 4 participants, or 4% had no opinion.
6.! Are you aware that Article VI of the constitution states that “no religious test shall ever
be required as a qualification to any office or public trust under the United States”?
Fifty-nine participants, or 62% said yes. Thirty-six, or 38% said no. This number is
surprising.
7.! There are currently laws on the books in seven states that bar atheists from holding public
office. Do you agree with these laws?
Eighty-three, or 87% of participants, said no, they do not agree. Twelve, or 13% said yes.
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8.! If you discovered your preferred candidate is an atheist, would it keep you from voting
for him or her?
Seventy-eight, or 82% of the participants, said if they agree with the candidate’s platform
it would not keep them from voting for the candidate. Ten, or 11%, said they would have
to seriously consider their choice. Seven participants, or 7%, said this absolutely would
keep them from voting for the candidate.
9.! Do you think people with beliefs other than yours can be a good leader?
Seventy-eight, or 82% of respondents, answered yes they can be a good leader. Fourteen,
or 15% said that it depends on the situation. Three, or 3%, said no a person with different
beliefs could not be a good leader.
10.!Do you think an atheist could be a good leader?
Eighty-five, or 91% of participants, answered yes. Eight, or 9%, answered no.

Qualitative Data
!
The following is detailed information collected from the 6 open-ended questions posed in
the online survey. The data is summarized in the response matrix (see data reduction table,
Appendix A)
Qualitative Response Data
1. Based on their answer to question #5, “Do you feel religion is necessary to be a good
person?”, participants were asked to explain why they answered as they did. Responses
from the 83 participants who answered “not at all” included recurring responses that their
view of goodness is based upon acts of compassion, morality, and empathy. Some
expressed that while religion can provide value in life, they believe morality and
goodness stem from human nature, life experience, and kindness toward fellow humans.
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One respondent summed it up by saying, “It’s not what you say or pray. It’s what you do
to help your fellow man that counts.” Those who answered that it mattered “a great deal”
started with one comment, “Religion is not the sole reason for being a good person, it’s
just a good outline,” which was echoed in several other responses.

2. How would you feel if someone you think is a good person tells you they are an
atheist?
The majority opinion, 74 participants or 77%, said their opinion of the person
would not be changed. Comments that were repeated in the responses include that “a
good person is a good person,” “wouldn’t matter if I like them” and “it’s their choice.”
Twenty-one participants, or 22% voiced concerns for the person, and reflected that these
concerns stem from their own personal beliefs. One participant noted that they would feel
“disappointed and challenged,” and another noted that they think non-believers are “just
being contrary.”

3. Describe what you think an atheist’s beliefs are.
Eighty-five, or 89% of the participants, said that they believe atheists are defined
by their lack of belief in a higher power. Two participants answered that they don’t know
what atheists believe, 3 answered that their beliefs are science-based, 2 believe atheists
are anti-religion, 1 said they do not believe in the afterlife, 1 said it varies, and 1 said they
have no beliefs at all. One participant who identifies as Christian commented “I cannot
fathom what they believe.” One participant identifying as Other said “The term atheist
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simply indicates that a person does not subscribe to a particular religion. It does not,
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however, imply that the person is in any way amoral or without spirituality.”

4. Based on the answer to previous question, where did you get that information?
Nearly 47%, or 45 out of 95 participants, said their information about atheists
comes from friends, family or acquaintances in their lives. Twenty-four, or 25%, said that
they have studied religion and belief systems either in school or on their own. Nine
participants, or 9%, answered that their information came from “myself,” and
interestingly 5 of the 9 identified as Christian. Fourteen participants, or 14%, said that
they looked it up in the dictionary. Of those fourteen, all but one identified as Christian.

5. Do you agree with laws that bar atheists from holding office?
Eighty-five of the participants, or 89% of participants, say they do not believe
atheists should be banned from holding office. Most of these cited the constitution and
our nation’s separation of church and state as a reason for their opinion. Additional
comments include “If a person can help run my state or has a vision for our country and
can make a difference then why would what he or she do in private affect that?” Ten
participants, or 10%, objected to atheists holding office, citing religion as a requirement
to properly lead. Reasons stated by these ten participants, 100% Christian identified, are
“I believe in God. Simple as that.” And “We are in a country that is supposed to be
supported by God’s people.”

!
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Summary
The data collected in this survey seems to show less bias than the researcher

originally thought there might be. In the end, it is overwhelmingly the majority who say
that atheists can be good leaders, they would vote for an atheist candidate, and that there
should not be laws banning atheists from holding public office. Additionally, the 95
participants undoubtedly show an opinion that being a good person does not require
religion and denying that the only source of morality is religion. After reading the review
of literature, these results are all surprising. However, those who expressed distrust or
dislike for atheists held conservative opinions on all the questions, and seemed unlikely
to ever change those opinions simply due to their religious beliefs.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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Summary
The focus of this study was researching the preconceived notions about atheists and how
that affects voters’ thoughts on a candidate. A qualitative study was conducted using a random
sample. The survey contained 18 questions including 3 demographic questions along with 10
multiple choice and 5 open ended response questions providing the quantitative data for the
study.
The survey instrument that was used included a demographic section which provided
quantitative data such as age range, religious identity and location of the research subjects. The
demographic results followed expected patterns and provided additional support for the
qualitative data.
Overview of Findings
Research Question One:
Does American society in general expect elected officials to be religious in order to hold office?
Results:
This survey shows that an overwhelming majority, 91%, think an atheist can be a good leader.
When it comes to voting for an atheist, the results vary. Eighty-two percent said they would vote
for their candidate even if the person was revealed to be atheist, but 11% said they would have to
reconsider and 7% said they would absolutely not vote for that candidate. I think in general,
leaders are not expected to be religious; however, people prefer to see religion in their leaders.
Research Question Two:
Does being an atheist change the way someone is viewed by others, particularly those in a
religion, even when the atheist is a moral person?

!
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Results:

Even those who believe goodness exists inherently find religion to be the best way to teach good
morality. Others in this group believe that being good is not inherent and religion provides the
background. The strongest statement of the seven in this category said simply “Jesus is the way,
the truth and the light. I want my elected officials to believe the same.” Given the religious
makeup of the respondents, there was the expectation that more comments like this would appear
within the qualitative data.
Research Question Three:
In general, will people vote for a candidate regardless of religion or atheism?
Results:
The answers of the 10% who were against atheists in public office seem to corroborate the
opinion in the Edgell, Gerteis, and Hartmann article. In that article, they question whether the
boundary is not so much about religious affiliation as it is the place of religion in our society’s
history, saying, “It is about an understanding that Americans share something more than rules
and procedures, but rather that our understanding of right and wrong and good citizenship are
also shared.” (Hartmann and Gerteis 2005) While the majority opinion in this survey shows that
the constitutional ideal of church state separation is still important, it seems the 10% who dissent
from that opinion do so on the grounds “that atheists are the symbolic representation of one who
rejects the very fabric of American society,” as stated in the Hartmann article.
Implications
!
Whether or not an atheist or non-religious candidate can be elected is an important issue
in today’s society, given recent uprising of the more conservative, fundamentalist religions. In
the end, it is overwhelmingly the majority who say that atheists can be good leaders, they would
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vote for an atheist candidate, and that there should not be laws banning atheists from holding
public office. Additionally, the 95 participants undoubtedly show a majority opinion that being a
good person does not require religion. After reading the review of literature, these results are all
surprising to the researcher. However, the minority of the participants who expressed distrust or
dislike for atheists had very strong negative opinions which did back up the review of literature
completed for this study. This minority accounts for less than 13% of the group surveyed.
Additionally, this group held the most conservative opinions on all the questions, and seemed
unlikely to ever change their opinion of atheists based on religious beliefs.
!

Recommendations For Further Study
!
The findings of this study seem to be conclusive, however there is much to take into

consideration when considering the effects of a person’s religious beliefs and bias. This study
attempted to personalize the word “atheist” by comparing their beliefs to that of someone of a
different religion. Feedback from one participant was that the survey made him think and
actually changed his answer by the end as to whether he would vote for an atheist. One
recommendation for further study is to delve into the Christian population and what their feelings
are about atheist teachers, professors, or other professions that provide leadership potential in a
less personalized manner. More specifically, to break down the Christian category into
denominations to determine which are staunchly anti-atheist.
Another recommendation would be to survey those who identify as atheist with a
qualitative study on any prejudices they have experienced within their work life or personal life
along with some quantitative questions on where their beliefs come from. Along with this, an
interesting comparison might be the number of atheists who were raised as non-believers versus
how many left a religious upbringing and what caused that break.
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Appendix A-Sample Survey
!
1.! How!much!does!religion!affect!your!opinion!of!a!political!candidate!running!for!office?!
a.! A!great!deal!!
b.! not!at!all!!
c.! depends!on!the!person!
!
2.! How!much!does!it!affect!your!opinion!of!a!candidate!if!they!are!of!another!religion!than!
yourself?!!
a.! A!great!deal!
b.! Not!at!all!
c.! Depends!on!the!person!
!
!
3.! Do!you!feel!a!religious!background!is!necessary!to!be!a!good!leader?!!
a.! Yes!
b.! No!
c.! No!opinion!
!
4.! Is!it!your!opinion!that!morals!only!come!from!religious!belief?!
a.! Yes!
b.! No!
c.! No!opinion!
!
!
5.! Do!you!feel!religion!is!necessary!to!be!a!good!person?!
a.! A!great!deal!!
b.! Not!at!all!
c.! No!opinion!
!
!
6.! Based!on!your!previous!answer,!why!or!why!not?!
______________________________!
!
7.! How!would!you!feel!if!someone!you!think!is!a!“good!person”!tells!you!they!are!an!
atheist?!
!
–––––––––––––––––––––––!
!
8.! In!your!words,!describe!what!you!think!an!atheist’s!beliefs!are.!
!
_________________________!
!
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9.! Based!on!your!previous!answer,!describe!where!you!get!this!information?!
______________________________!
!
10.!Are!you!aware!that!Article!VI!of!the!constitution!states!that!“No!religious!test!shall!ever!
be!required!as!a!qualification!to!any!office!or!public!trust!under!the!United!States”?!!
a.! Yes!
b.! No!
!!
11.!There!are!currently!laws!on!the!books!in!seven!states!that!bar!atheists!from!holding!
public!office.!Do!you!agree!with!these!laws?!!
d!
!
12.!Based!on!your!answer!to!the!previous!question,!explain!why!or!why!not?!!
___________________________________!
!
13.!!If!you!discovered!your!candidate!is!an!atheist,!would!it!keep!you!from!voting!for!
him/her?!
a.! Absolutely!
b.! Not!if!I!agree!with!the!candidate’s!platform!
c.! I’d!have!to!seriously!consider!before!voting!
!
14.!Do!you!think!people!with!beliefs!other!than!yours!can!be!a!good!leader?!!
a.! Yes!
b.! No!
c.! Depends!on!the!situation!
!
15.!Do!you!think!an!atheist!could!be!a!good!leader?!
a.! Yes!
b.! No!
c.! Depends!on!the!situation!
!
Thank you for your answers. In order to properly analyze the results, I have to know a few
things about you. All answers are confidential.
!
16.!How!do!you!identify!with!regard!to!religion?!(choices)!
a.! Buddhist!
b.! Catholic!
c.! Christian!
d.! Jewish!
e.! Atheist!
f.! Non\believer!
g.! Buddhist!
h.! Other!

!
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!
17.!What!is!your!age?!
a.! 16\20!
b.! 21\35!
c.! 36\45!
d.! 46\60!
e.! 60!and!up!
!
18.!Where!do!you!currently!reside?!!
a.! United!States\Southern!state!
b.! United!States\Western!state!
c.! United!States\Other!
d.! Canada!
e.! U.K.!
f.! Other!

!
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